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                                        09/04/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Drive productivity and improve experiences with Generative AI

                                    From content ops to transforming SDLC, explore the top 5 trends that organizations are dealing with as they explore how to use GenAI to drive productivity and meet customer expectations.
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                                        Events

                                        04/04/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Join us at Google Cloud Next ‘24

                                    We are excited to announce that Infogain will be attending Google Cloud Next 2024! Meet our team at Mandalay Bay in Las Vegas from April 9-11.
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                                        Blog

                                        18/03/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Drive productivity and improve experiences with Generative AI

                                    Globally, companies across all industries have started implementing generative AI solutions to transform their businesses. From DataOps to SDLC, there are five emerging areas where we see our customers implementing generative AI solutions.
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                                                                        Meet Infogain at Adobe Summit 2024!

                                    We are excited to announce that Infogain will be at the Adobe Summit 2024! Join us in Las Vegas on March 26–28 at one of the largest digital experience conferences worldwide.
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                                        08/03/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Engaging users responsibly with AI

                                    This Infogain guide helps product, marketing, and e-commerce leaders to leverage data, AI, and automation to create deeper and more authentic customer experience and build transformative business models.
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                                        Events

                                        07/02/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Infogain is a Gold Sponsor of CMA|SIMA Conference ...

                                    We are excited to support CMA|SIMA Conference 2024 as a Gold sponsor and look forward to meeting fellow industry participants.  Visit us at booth #221!
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                                        07/02/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Generative AI lessons from 2023 and expectations for ...

                                    With 2023 safely in the rear-view mirror, I'd like to share some lessons I learned in the enterprise AI space from the year gone by and speculate a bit about what we will see in 2024.
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                                        Press Release

                                        22/01/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Infogain Appoints Dinesh Venugopal as Chief Executive Officer

                                    Infogain announces the appointment of Dinesh Venugopal as its Chief Executive Officer, effective February 8, 2024. Dinesh will take over from Ayan Mukerji, who joined Infogain in 2018 as Chief Operating Officer before becoming Chief Executive Officer in 2021.
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                                        17/01/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Making generative AI work for your business. Now.

                                    The NAVIK AI platform can help enterprises rapidly and cost-effectively build powerful generative AI solutions. This whitepaper explains how NAVIK can help enterprises fast-track their gen AI journey.
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                                        10/01/2024
                                        

                                    

                                                                        Meet Infogain at the Punta Tech Meetup 2024

                                    Infogain is excited to return to the Punta Tech Meetup. The event, now in its sixteenth year, is regarded as one of the most  important technology events in Latin America.
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                                                                        ASK NAVIK for Sales and Marketing

                                    What if you could harness the power of generative AI to dynamically search and summarize a repository of sales and marketing content?
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                                                                        ASK NAVIK for HR

                                    What if you could harness the power of generative AI to easily explore HR policies and create personalized insights?
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                                        E-book

                                        15/11/2023
                                        

                                    

                                                                        A Roadmap for the Effective Generative AI Transition

                                    As enterprises move from hype to adoption, they are looking for insights, strategies, and roadmaps that can help them fast-track their transformation journey. That’s where we can help.
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                                News

                                12/12/2022

                            

                            Evolving Landscape Of Enterprise Security...

                                                            Industry and public awareness in Cybersecurity are still low. Despite the growing number of technology users, the general public still lacks basic knowledge of the subject, and more work is needed in this area.
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                                News

                                08/12/2022

                            

                            Security Tools And A Data-First...

                                                            Infogain believes in enforcing zero trust approach to cybersecurity. Read to know more. 
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                                Press Release

                                01/12/2022

                            

                            Infogain recognized among the Top...

                                                            Infogain is among the top 100 out of more than 450 firms that participated in this year’s study, a rigorous assessment now in its eighth year in India.
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                                Case Studies

                                13/07/2022

                            

                            Regulator

                                                            Infogain built a modern data platform deployed on Azure Cloud using our client’s internal data assets.
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                                News

                                12/12/2022

                            

                            Technology Is Not The Challenge,...

                                                            On the professional front, Anand has never seen technology as a challenge. He believes that the purpose of technology is to make business more efficient. Read to know more. 
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                                Case Studies

                                13/04/2022

                            

                            Insurtech provider

                                                            Client wanted an electronic signature product and provide user-friendly customer experience of the highest quality on a cloud solution
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                                Blog

                                04/05/2022

                            

                            Five Use Cases of Blockchain

                                                            Blockchain is not just cryptocurrency but technology that powers cryptocurrencies and many other use cases and bitcoin is a currency that relies on blockchain technology to be secure.
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                                Blog

                                29/07/2022

                            

                            How AI Can Solve Challenges...

                                                            In this post, we’ll examine key areas where AI can supercharge CPG companies. We’ll also examine why some companies have been slow to adopt AI.
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